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After living the “American dream” with his wife, Maleka, and their son, Cameron, 
Tiran Jackson’s life was more than just complete. It was perfect to a simple man, 
whose only desire was to provide for his family, while showering his marriage and 
their son with an overwhelming amount of love. Mr. Jackson’s career as an 
engineer was rapidly growing. And with his wife climbing the corporate ladder as 
an HR Executive, the Jackson’s were the envy of many who respected them and 
their devotion to each other.   

Then tragedy struck. While vacationing in the Bahamas, a boat explosion claimed 
Maleka’s, and left Tiran severely injured. The love of his life was unexpectedly taken 

away from him, leaving him with a broken spirit, heart, mind, body, and soul. 

Tiran Jackson has faced numerous obstacles in his inspirational journey to move on without the love of his life. 
And in doing so, has discovered his purpose, which is to encourage others to find strength and the resilience to 
persevere in the face of tragedy.   

TIRAN’S MOST REQUESTED DISCUSSION TOPICS 

• Happily Ever Interrupted
This inspirational message touches the emotional core of those who have experienced some level of
sudden or unexpected significant trauma and are still in the early stages of grief associated with
dealing with this loss or change.  This message is ideal for those who recently lost a loved one close to
them, may have experienced an unforeseen medical condition or change and are in a state of shock
on how they will cope with life going forward, or some sudden change that they are still struggling to
rationalize how they will deal with or move forward.

• Reborn Identity
Sometimes we find ourselves in an undesirable, ambiguous mindset after some drastic change has
taken place in our lives.  During these times of confusion, we may find ourselves lost and in a position
where it is extremely difficult to understand your identity and how to bounce back from what life
altering event has caused this discourse.  This message provides an inspirational roadmap on steps to
effectively put the pieces of life back together and develop an effective plan to get back on course.

• Resilient Support
Are you in a position where you need to provide support or need to better understand what a person
who is facing tremendous loss is going through?  This message is tailored to help delve into the
thoughts and psyche of someone who has undergone significant loss and is attempting to try and
reestablish a plan on how they will move forward.  It focuses on points of emphasis to keep in mind
when dealing with someone, who may be in their most fragile and vulnerable state. This topic helps
you to bridge the gap as someone who needs to improve that connection between those who support
and those who need the support.




